
Offense/Defense  
The girls will stomp first, then clap (double claps when starting over) 

O-F, O-F-F, O-F-F-E-N-S-E, OFFENSE! OFFENSE! OFFENSE! GO (MASCOT)! 

D-E, D-E-F, D-E-F-E-N-S-E, DEFENSE, DEFENSE, DEFENSE! GO (MASCOT)! 

Defense Attack 
Girls will "swing" clap 

Defense attack! Get that ball back! Repeat 3xs 

1, 2, 3, 4 
Girls will clap then hold up hands for each number, on 4 they should make a V with 
each hand holding 4 and bring them down like a clock ticking 

1 - We are the (mascot), 2 - I still Can't Hear You, 3- A little bit louder, 4- We're Number 
1! Repeat 2xs 

GO - FIGHT - WIN 
Girls can walk in a circle and clap hands for the first two lines , the 
on Go, Fight, Winstand with left arm on hip and right arm will bend across check 
for Go, move to half up on Fight, extend on Win 

You Gotta Go to Fight, You Gotta Fight to Win, You Gotta Go! Fight! WIN! Repeat 3xs 

HUS-TLE 
Girls will clap each hand to their leg-one at a time, swaying (so, left hand will clap left 
leg, then right hand on right leg, then both hands clap then when going back right, left, 
right left, double hand clap) 

HUS -(CLAP BRACK ACROSS LEGS DOUBLE CLAP ON EACH LEG THEN TWICE IN 
HAND) -TLE (clap back again), Gotta Hustle (Mascot) - (clap back again) to a Victory! 
Repeat 2xs 

Let's GO! 
Girls can swing clap and at the end for the GO (MASCOT) they will do a half extend on 
"Go" and full on "Mascot" with right arm, left on hip. 

L-E-T-S LETS GO, THAT'S THE WAY WE SAY LETS GO, LET'S GO! HEY, HEY 
LETS GO! GO (MASCOT) 

Big G Little O 
Girls will make a “G” shape with their right hand, bend at elbow and strike forward 
for “O”. 

Big G, Little O, GO! GO! 
Repeat 3xs 



Additional Cheer Resources 

https://cheerleading.lovetoknow.com/Football_Cheers_Chants_and_Sidelines

https://www.cheerleading.com/cheers.html

https://cheerleading.lovetoknow.com/Football_Cheers_Chants_and_Sidelines
https://www.cheerleading.com/cheers.html

